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Industrial Wireless in Transportation Automation
Moxa’s wireless technologies are used around the world to enable the automatic
operation of driverless trains in mass rapid transit systems, to transmit fast and reliable
warning messages to highway motorists at a moment’s notice, and to create a crosscountry railway control system through an inhospitable desert terrain. Advanced wireless
networks are now recognized by transportation planners as viable solutions for managing
traffic congestion and reducing environmental degradation. In addition, due to their high
data transfer rates, Moxa’s wireless solutions have been used to enhance the personal
safety of travelers with surveillance in ITS and eBus applications.
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Industrial Wireless in Heavy Industries
The automation of mechanical processes and machinery has helped countless mines and
drilling operations realize greater production yields and reduced operating costs. Effective
integration of information is critical to the success of these heavy industries especially since
operations typically revolve around large amounts of machinery housed at various sites. For
today’s advanced mining, oil, and gas applications, traditional wired networks do not provide
the mobility and flexibility necessary to achieve maximum efficiency. Recent advances in
wireless technologies—including greater signal strength, security, and coverage areas—
have made cellular and 802.11a/b/g wireless networks viable options even for the most
demanding heavy industry applications.
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Industrial Wireless for Smart Grid Applications
Electric power remains a basic necessity for nearly all aspects of modern life. In addition
to worldwide population growth, the rapid industrialization of many emerging economies
continues to push demand for electricity higher and higher. In developed countries,
attention is focused on managing power consumption by maximizing efficiency. At the
same time, many countries are exploring better ways to harness alternative sources of
power, such as wind power. All of these developments call for tighter integration and
sophisticated information management to ensure the integrity of the power grid. Moxa’s
expertise in industrial-grade wireless solutions has been used in various applications
around the world to ensure safe, reliable electricity generation and delivery.
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Industrial Wireless in Factory Automation
For advanced warehouse management applications, efficiency and safety are main
concerns for operators. Large-scale facilities with multi-level storage areas can benefit
significantly with the deployment of Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV). AGVs can safely
navigate between storage racks to store items and/or retrieve goods, enabling efficient
factory automation. Additionally, shipment/delivery information can be sent via wireless
networks to control rooms for real-time warehouse management with optimized inventory
control. A wireless factory automation network not only reduces cabling costs, it also
offers convenient wireless mobility of network nodes.

Factory Automation

Fast WLAN Roaming for Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) in Warehouse
Management

p.29
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Redundant Wireless Roaming Maximizes a
Brazilian Railway’s ATO Network Availability
Automatic Train Operation (ATO), used to regulate train
velocity and control carriage doors, is commonly used
with Automatic Train Control (ATC), a system used at
station platforms to control station dwell times, to keep
modern subway systems operating at optimum efficiency
with maximum safety. Operators in Brazil selected Moxa’s
wireless dual-RF solutions, the AWK-5222 (onboard client)
and the AWK-6222 (outdoor IP68 access point), both IEEE
802.11a/b/g devices, to provide synchronization of ATO and
ATC systems from remote control rooms for centralized
monitoring and control. The dual RF feature not only provides
high bandwidth transmission, it also provides wireless
network redundancy for mission-critical applications.

At a Glance
Location: Brazil
Application: Train-to-Ground
Customer Needs:
Reliable wireless connectivity
empowers driverless trains to share
real-time information with other
trains, platforms, and stations to
automatically operate carriage doors
and emergency controls
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Dual-RF redundancy prevents
transmission interference between
train and platform
• Industrial-grade features: IP68
rating, PoE, and -40 to 75°C
operating temperature

Background
In advanced public transportation networks, Automatic Train
Operation (ATO) is used to automatically drive and stop trains, open
and close carriage doors, and reduce the time and distance required
for acceleration and deceleration. Even in partially automated transit
systems that elect to keep drivers aboard the trains for emergency
situations, ATO can still be used in tandem with Automatic Train
Control (ATC) protection systems so that moving trains can be spaced
closer together than on a manually controlled line. By marginally
adjusting station dwell times, the ratio of power to coast when moving,
and other operating parameters, ATO and ATC effectively keep the
trains in modern mass transit systems running on schedule. In ATO
systems Moxa customers have built in the Brazil, an off-site computer
is used to monitor all the trains running on the same tracks by
communicating with computers aboard the trains over radio signals.
Also, ATO system segments at each station may have different
electrical configurations and the components are installed at outdoor
locations.

Challenges
• To safely automate the opening and closing of carriage
doors, stable wireless transmissions are mandatory.
• Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of train service
while allowing more stable communication with the railway
control center.
• Since each rail platform is subject to different weather
conditions and electrical circuitry configurations, the
equipment installed on the platforms must withstand
outdoor environments and accommodate different electrical
requirements.
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Benefits

Solution
The onboard computer systems used in
ATO must maintain continuous, reliable
communication with the ATC protection
system and remote control center for the entire
rail network. Dual-RF wireless AP/bridge/
client devices, such as the AWK-5222 and
AWK-6222 series from Moxa, establish secure,
reliable radio-based communications between
the remote control center and onboard
computers used to drive trains and open/
close carriage doors for passengers at various
stations.
In many Brazilian transit systems, wired
Ethernet LANs are deployed to connect
servers in the control center to all the station
platforms in the rail network in order to transmit
critical signals, data, and command protocols
as part of the ATC protection system.
To increase wireless reliability, the
AWK-5222 dual-RF client devices are installed
in each train to transmit data over radio signals

between onboard ATO computer systems
and the platforms. Similarly, the AWK-6222
acts as an outdoor redundant wireless AP and
provides radio-based wireless connectivity at
each platform.
Moxa’s EDS-P308 unmanaged PoE Ethernet
switches are then installed at each platform to
power the AWK-6222 and supply additional
Ethernet connections to the remote control
center via the wired LAN. This setup
enables the server at the control center to
probe/scan clients and control automatic
train operations, such as pilotless driving
and opening/closing carriage doors. By
establishing reliable transmissions between
ATO computer systems, station platforms,
and the remote control center, the AWK-5222
and AWK-6222 offer clear benefits for system
integrators looking to establish solid radiobased communication links for Automatic Train
Operations.

• The AWK-5222 and AWK-6222 have a
dual-RF module design and provide dualband operations to allow simultaneous
use of two distinct channels to protect
against the disruptive interferences
caused by radio.
• Compliance with IEEE 802.3af PoE
standards allows the AWK series to be
conveniently powered over Ethernet
connections.
• The AWK-6222 is housed in an IP68 metal
casing for total protection against dust,
water, and other environmental effects.
Moreover, weather-proof cases reduce
expensive housing and fixture costs.

Related Products
• Dual-RF design for redundant WLAN connections
• 2.4 GHz and/or 5 GHz dual-band operations
• Rugged IP68 metal housing (AWK-6222)
• Temperature range: -40 to 75°C
• Power redundancy via dual DC inputs and PoE

AWK-5222 802.11a/b/g
Wireless AP/bridge/client

AWK-6222 802.11a/b/g
Wireless AP/bridge/client
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Seamless WLAN Communications for Video Surveillance
on Buses
To enhance security and safety aboard bus vehicles in the
city of Hangzhou, China, Moxa’s AWK-3121 was installed
aboard each bus as a client to provide real-time video via
802.11a/b/g wireless transmission to existing access points
throughout the city with Turbo Roaming technology for
seamless handovers and adjustable transmission power
settings to extend wireless transmission range. The AWK3121 is EN 50155 compliant to provide shock/vibration
protection and accepts variable power inputs from 12 to 48
VDC.

Background

At a Glance
Location: China
Application: Wireless video
surveillance for bus monitoring
Customer Needs:
Integrated with the existing network,
transmit secure data from bus to
traffic control center with fast roaming
time
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Turbo roaming, delivering
millisecond-level handoffs
• Flexible 12 to 48 VDC power input
for on-bus power sources
• RF devices with adjustable
transmission power boost to
enhance onboard and wayside
communication
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As digital information has become an important part of daily life,
wireless digital transmission technology has gradually been introduced
for bus and other moving vehicle applications. Hangzhou, one of the
most ancient cities in China with a population of around 8.7 million
residents (1,214/km2 population density) is now also one of the most
advanced. Hangzhou’s WLAN, covering an area of more than 16,000
square-kilometers, has made it possible to transmit digital data in
and out of moving buses. One of the many wireless applications in
Hangzhou is its bus video surveillance system. China’s transportation
authority sought to enhance the security of its public transportation,
and the plan was to install video surveillance systems on the buses to
record images for security measures. As each bus passes a wireless
AP (strategically positioned at traffic lights and other locations), the
recorded video is uploaded in real-time. However, installing a realtime video surveillance system aboard a large fleet of buses that can
be remotely monitored by the traffic control center presented certain
challenges.

Challenges
• Fast roaming to provide wireless real-time information
updates.
• Wireless devices must accept unstable 12 VDC onboard
power supply, which can fluctuate considerably.
• Wireless devices must be able to fit into the existing
wireless network setup by the pre-established wayside APs.
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Benefits

Solution
Since an existing network of wireless access
points was already strategically installed on
traffic lights and overhead signs throughout
the city, the bus company wanted to
contain costs by not installing additional
access points. The highly versatile AWK3121 802.11a/b/g wireless client devices
provided the perfect solution by integrating
seamlessly with the existing access points.
First, security cameras and video servers
were installed inside each of the buses.
Then, in order to transmit real-time video to
the traffic control center, Moxa configured
the AWK-3121 as wireless clients on each
of the buses. With Moxa’s Turbo Roaming,
the AWK-3121’s roaming time between the
access points can be as fast as 100 ms
even when deployed aboard the fast-moving

vehicles.
Due to the fact that bus batteries can only
provide 12 VDC of power, which fluctuates
considerably, the AWK-3121 was also
selected due to its ability to support a wide
range of power inputs from 12 to 48 VDC, as
well as tolerate voltage fluctuations as low as
10 VDC. The AWK-3121 is also
EN 50155 certified to withstand the intense
vibrations found in railway applications that
are comparable to, or even more severe than,
those encountered by buses. What’s more,
the AWK-3121’s IP30-rated housing provides
protection from dust and particles. Finally,
Moxa also provided the bus company with a
central management suite to easily monitor,
manage, and configure all network devices
from the traffic control center.

• Moxa’s Turbo Roaming enables non-stop
streaming of video surveillance data,
and allows police and OCC personnel
to monitor the conditions on board the
buses in real time.
• Moxa’s wireless products support a wide
range of 12 to 48 VDC power inputs and
can tolerate intense voltage fluctuations,
even as low as 10 VDC, so they are
compatible with the buses’ onboard
power supplies and do not require
additional power converters.
• The AWK-3121 includes a tailor-made
adjustable transmission power service.
It boosts the power of the AWK-3121 so
that it can operate with the limitations
of the existing network, resolves issues
related to transmission strength, and also
extends wireless coverage.

Related Products
AWK-3121-T 802.11a/b/g Wireless AP/bridge/client
• Millisecond-level Turbo Roaming for mobile connectivity
• Supports 12 to 48 VDC of power
• -40 to 75°C operating temperature range
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Video Transmission over IEEE 802.11n WLAN for
Bus Surveillance System
To enhance passenger safety, modern bus systems have
onboard surveillance to provide event-playback when
emergency events occur. A major bus operator in Hawaii
wanted standard surveillance under normal conditions, but
wanted high-definition footage when an emergency has been
determined by the bus driver. Enhanced video segments will
be tagged and uploaded via a wireless connection once the
bus has entered the depot. Travelling through the depot, a
high-speed wireless connection will be needed to extract
large files of video data from the bus to the control center.
Moxa’s AWK-3131, configured as clients, were installed
aboard each bus to establish high-speed IEEE 802.11n
connectivity with multiple AWK-4131 access points installed
at the depot. The AWK-4131 offers high-performance with
MIMO capabilities (300 Mbps for video transmission) and
extremely reliable rugged outdoor protection with an IP68rated shelling, and corrosion-resistant connectors.

At a Glance
Location: Hawaii, U.S.A.
Application: High-speed transmission
for wireless video uploads
Customer Needs:
Substantial bandwidth to upload
high-definition video via a wireless
connection to the depot command
center as the vehicle travels between
access points (AP)
Moxa’s Advantages:
• IEEE 802.11n compliant to provide
data rates of up to 300 Mbps
• IP68 rated (AWK-4131 only) for
outdoor protection

Background
A transportation company in Hawaii serves thousands of travelers
each day across well over 100 routes each week with approximately
50 bus vehicles operating out of 2 bus depots. The administration
wanted to implement an intelligent surveillance system able to provide
standard video recordings during normal operating conditions but
also able to capture high-definition video footage when an emergency
occurs aboard a vehicle. With multiple surveillance cameras installed
throughout the bus, video surveillance is captured at 300 dpi under
normal conditions. However, when an emergency is identified by the
bus driver, the quality of pertinent video data will increase from 300
dpi to 720 dpi (HD) to provide enhanced imagery of the incident for
a duration of 20 minutes. The enhanced recording of the event will
then be tagged and stored on the bus until it can be extracted via a
wireless connection when the vehicle returns to the depot.

Challenges
• Substantial bandwidth will be required to upload highdefinition video via a wireless connection to the depot
command center.
• Wireless access points will need to withstand against
humidity, constant downpour, and the rusting effects caused
by the sea water.
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AWK-4131
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Ethernet

Benefits

Solution
Aboard each bus, video footage captured
by the vehicle is stored on an onboard
storage drive. When an unexpected incident/
emergency is identified by the bus driver,
image quality is immediately increased from
300 dpi to 720 dpi for 20 minutes and stored
on the onboard storage drive. Control room
operators at bus depot will then be notified
of the recorded event(s) and will process
request(s) for wireless transfer of video
data when the bus arrives at the depot. The
file size for 20 minutes of 720 dpi video is
approximately 200 MB.
For this high-bandwidth wireless application,
the AWK-3131 IEEE 802.11n wireless client
was installed aboard each bus. While the
bus is parked in the depot, it will connect

with the AWK-4131 IP68-rated access
points attached to the outer wall of the
control center builder, to maintain highspeed 802.11n wireless communications
with MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output)
capabilities to reach transfer speeds of
up to 300 Mbps. Furthermore, the island
is subjected to experience humidity, salty
precipitation from the surrounding ocean and
possible prolonged rain storms, all of which
could cause corrosion and massive water
damage to the outdoor wireless devices. The
AWK-4131’s IP68-rated metal housing and
corrosion-resistant connectors guaranteed
constant and reliable wireless connection.

• IEEE 802.11n transmission with MIMO
capabilities provides data rates of up to
300 Mbps to provide efficient transfer of
720 dpi video footage from the bus to the
control center.
• IP68-rated (AWK-4131 only) for outdoor
protection against severe rain, and
corrosion-resistant connectors to reduce
maintenance efforts.

Related Products
AWK-3131 IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n WLAN AP/

AWK-4131 IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n IP68 WLAN

• IEEE 802.11n standardized for HD video
streaming

• IEEE 802.11n standardized for HD video
streaming

• Rugged, industrialized shelling to protect
against shock and vibration

• IP68-rated waterproof and dustproof metal
housing

bridge/client

AP/bridge/client

• Salt spray tested stainless steel connectors
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Advanced Traveler Information System for Highways
Taiwan is visited annually by an average of 3.5 typhoons,
which can bring heavy rain, mudslides, and destructive
winds, creating hazardous driving conditions and possibly
damaging roads and highways. To provide emergency
notification to alert drivers and divert traffic when highways
are highly congested or unsafe for passage during extreme
weather conditions, government officials deployed a network
of changeable message signs (CMS) as a key component of
ATIS (Advanced Traveler Information System). Moxa’s OnCell
G3110 GSM/GPRS/EDGE IP gateways were used to establish
cellular communications for each CMS via serial or Ethernet
interface. The OnCell Central Manager software provides
centralized management capabilities over the Internet for the
CMS network without the need of public IP addresses.

At a Glance
Location: Taiwan
Application: CMS systems
Customer Needs: Automatic and
constant cellular connectivity for
legacy CMS panels
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Serial and Ethernet capabilities with
standard IP communications
• Centralized private IP management
software with OnCell Central
Manager

Background
Taiwan is one of the most densely populated islands in the world, with
over 660 people for every square kilometer. Two-thirds of the island
consists of rugged forested mountains which crowd 90 percent of
the island’s 23 million inhabitants onto the western coast. Taiwan’s
road network is no stranger to landslides, road closures, and severe
traffic congestion. Local transportation officials clearly need a way to
broadcast timely warnings to motorists. Advanced Traveler Information
Systems (ATIS) that incorporate a network of variable LED message
boards, or changeable message signs (CMS), can broadcast real-time
information—such as severe weather conditions, traffic jams, car
accidents, and other warning messages—to hundreds of drivers at
once. Sophisticated networks such as these have not only alleviated
traffic congestion in southern Taiwan, but also improved public safety
as well.

Challenges
• Integrate existing serial/Ethernet CMS devices.
• Allow private IP accessibility over the Internet for centralized
management and control.
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Benefits

Solution
The most convenient way to reliably
transmit important messages from a traffic
control center to message boards along a
vast freeway network in an ATIS is to use
cellular technology. Unfortunately, most
changeable message signs used in ATIS
applications are not equipped to handle
cellular communication. As it would be
cost-prohibitive to customize cellularenabled CMS boards for an entire ATIS, a
transportation department in southern Taiwan
turned to Moxa’s OnCell G3110 GSM/GPRS/
EDGE IP gateway—which supports both
Ethernet and RS-232 serial communication—
as a reliable yet cost-effective way to
transform legacy CMS message boards
into mobile devices. Another obstacle is
that most Internet service providers only
offer private IP addresses to mobile devices
due to the limited availability of public

addresses. Mobile devices configured with
a private IP address can access resources
on the Internet, but cannot be managed or
accessed directly from the Internet since the
private IP address is hidden. Moxa’s OnCell
G3110 IP gateway not only overcomes this
problem, but accommodates both Ethernet
and serial CMS devices and remote hosts.
Once a connection is established, the CMS
and remote host can communicate with each
other over the pre-established link. OnCell
Central Manager software, which can be
installed by a customer or hosted by Moxa,
also allows network administrators to access
their message signs from anywhere across
an IP network, including the Internet, for
centralized network management and easy
administration to broadcast real-time warning
messages to drivers conveniently over
cellular networks.

• OnCell G3110 provided IP-based
connectivity via cellular networks for both
serial and Ethernet-based CMS.
• Cost-effective TCP/IP communication
provided with management capabilities
over a secure and reliable cellular
network.
• The OnCell Central Manager allows for a
convenient way to access remote CMS
boards with private IPs from the remote
control center that has a public IP.

Related Products
OnCell G3110 1-port RS-232 to GSM/

OnCell Central Manager innovative

OnCell G3150 1-port RS-232/422/485 to

• No need to modify existing application
software

GPRS/EDGE IP gateway

GSM/GPRS/EDGE IP gateway

• Centralize private IP management software
with OnCell Central Manager
• Connect both to Ethernet and serial devices

solution for private IP networks

• Effortlessly manage, configure, and monitor
remote devices
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Information System for Parking Automation
A high-capacity parking facility in Taiwan decided to install
an LED message system to display the exact number of
available parking spaces at any given time. This system will
prevent drivers from entering a parking structure that is
full to capacity to search for a non-existent parking space.
To implement such a system, a network of LED message
boards, placed at entry points of the parking structure, are
embedded with Moxa OnCell G3111 for communication with
the control center. Also, the OnCell G3111 can transmit SMS
messages using GSM/GPRS networks for added efficiency
and versatility.

Background

At a Glance
Location: Taiwan
Application: Parking automation
Customer Needs:
Instantly transmit empty parking
space data to LED boards located at
the entrance of a parking structure
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Moxa’s IP gateways are IP-based
solutions equipped with dial-up
capability.
• Compact size and can be easily
installed.
• SMS notification via GSM/GPRS
networks.
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Finding a parking spot in Taipei, Taiwan, can be virtually impossible
at times, even with the multitude of new underground and aboveground parking structures that have been constructed in recent
years. Driving around to find an empty spot in a crowded garage
is not only frustrating, but also wastes valuable time and fuel. As
a system integrator, wouldn’t it be great if you could implement a
control system that reduces the time drivers spend searching for
parking by automatically displaying the number of empty parking
spots? One of Moxa’s clients in Taiwan was responsible for developing
such a system to receive data from a control room and display the
information on variable message signs for a Taipei parking tower
designed to accommodate over 300 vehicles.

Challenges
• Communication device must fit inside a compact
(5 to 7 cm thick) LED message board and be easy to install.
• LED message boards must be Internet-accessible.
• Real-time SMS notifications transmitted over GSM/GPRS
networks.

www.moxa.com
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Benefits

Solution
The number of available parking spots is
prominently displayed on LED message
boards or variable message signs (VMS) at
the parking tower’s entrance, allowing drivers
to easily determine whether or not to search
for a parking spot even before they enter
the garage. The number of available parking
spaces in the garage is monitored constantly
by a counter connected to the security gate
of the garage. By connecting the sensor
at the gate to the garage control center,
the system integrator was able to transmit
real-time data to variable message signs that
display the exact number of vacancies at any
given moment.
Attached to the back of each message sign
is a cabinet that houses a programmable
logic controller (PLC) for controlling the

information displayed on the signs. The PLC
for a message sign does not need to be
connected to a wired Ethernet network to
maintain communications with the control
system. By connecting the PLC to an OnCell
G3111 cellular IP gateway through the
RS-232 port, the PLC can easily receive
data from the control center and display the
information on the sign. Also, the OnCell
can provide SMS transmissions in real-time
across GSM/GPRS networks to cellular
devices. Moreover, the OnCell G3111 offers
two-way communication, allowing warning
messages to be sent to a remote control
center if a problem arises.

• Moxa’s IP-based cellular solutions
support Ethernet and RS-232 or
RS-232/422/485 serial communication to
provide a ready-to-use TCP/IP operation
mode that is easy to install and minimizes
the number of spare parts.
• With a width of only 2.6 cm, the OnCell
G3111 were able to fit into the LED
message boards.
• Not requiring knowledge of AT command
protocols, the OnCell G3111 can be
used with legacy systems for SMS
transmission across GSM/GPRS
networks.

Related Products
OnCell G3111/G3151 1-port RS-232 or RS-232/422/485 GSM/GPRS IP gateways
OnCell G3211/G3251 2-port RS-232 or RS-232/422/485 GSM/GPRS IP gateways
• Desktop or DIN-Rail installation
• SMS Tunnel Mode provided
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Cellular Street Light Control System
Street lights improve public safety in communities but require
substantial maintenance and can be an environmental burden
if not managed properly. A major city in Spain planned to
take advantage of existing cellular networks for centralized
management and control over the Internet by installing a
Moxa OnCell G3150 cellular IP gateway to the PLC of each
street light. A built-in relay output can also be used to send
prioritized maintenance notifications when an issue arises.
Cellular GSM/GPRS/EDGE connectivity also saves wiring
costs, reduces maintenance efforts, and provides a highly
scalable network for future expansions.

At a Glance
Location: Spain
Application: Community security
system
Customer Needs:
Integration with the existing network
of street lights for secured access
and central monitoring
Moxa’s Advantages:
• The serial detection devices can
send data over a cellular network
with VPN
• Cellular connectivity for simple
sensor devices

Background
Public lighting systems play an essential role in protecting the safety
of pedestrians and drivers in any major city. However, maintaining
a city-wide network of street lamps requires a great deal of energy
and financial costs. Moreover, leaving street lights on for too long
negatively impacts the environment. As a result, street light control
systems for public lighting networks have become a popular solution
for municipal governments to reduce energy consumption and curtail
expanding budget deficits. System functionality includes controlling a
circuit of street lights and/or individual lights with specific ballasts and
network operating protocols. Looking to reduce energy consumption,
one of the largest cities in the European Union came to Moxa to help
implement a cost-effective control system for its municipal lighting
system.

Challenges
• The city required a solution that is both easily scalable to
accommodate future growth, and also able to reduce overall
maintenance and energy costs.
• The solution must enable operators at the central control
center to not only turn the street lamps ON and OFF, but
also to monitor weather conditions and climate changes.
• Provide reliable performance and secured connections for
serial-interface programmable logic controllers (PLC) to
control each municipal street light.
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Benefits

Solution
A programmable logic controller, or PLC,
is connected to each lamp post to turn the
street lamp ON and OFF. Since the PLCs
used a serial interface, the city needed a way
to control and monitor their entire system
from a remote control center. As cellular
GSM/GPRS/EDGE networks already provide
abundant coverage throughout Spain, Moxa
decided to equip all the street lights with
cellular connectivity to take advantage of
the existing infrastructure in place. That way,

the city not only saved money on additional
wiring costs, but also saved on future
maintenance. The OnCell G3150 connects
Ethernet and serial devices over an integrated
VPN. In addition, by connecting the PLC for
each street light to an OnCell G3150 cellular
IP gateway, computers at the control center
could easily monitor and control the city’s
street lights over the Internet and optimize
usage according to weather conditions.

• Unmanned public lighting control
achieves lower personnel and
management costs through low-cost
cellular control and easy scalability.
No additional wiring also provided low
installation costs and maintenance.
• Achieves effective energy savings by
optimizing for brightness and climate
conditions.
• The OnCell G3100 series IP gateways
also provide steadfast protection of VPN
for high security, reliable performance,
and secured connections.

Related Products
OnCell G3110 1-port RS-232 GSM/GPRS/EDGE IP gateway with VPN
OnCell G3150 1-port RS-232/422/485 GSM/GPRS/EDGE IP gateway with VPN
• Connect both Ethernet and serial devices to cellular networks
• Redundant DC power input
• High-level security with data encryption and VPN
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Industrial WLAN AP for Echo Sounder System on a Barge
in Extreme Weather
The modern barge industry is increasingly using automation
to increase navigation efficiency and safety. A modern barge
can exceed 150 feet in length with obvious networking
obstacles making cabling both expensive and unreliable.
Using Moxa’s AWK-3121-T, an industrial 3-in-1 wireless AP/
bridge/client, reduced the cost of wiring, eliminates cabling
hassles, and allow the implementation of remote control and
monitoring. To remotely navigate a barge, one AWK-3121-T
was installed as a client connected to the wireless sounder
which mounted on the front end of the barge, providing
wireless sounder signals to one operator on the bridge for
monitoring. Another AWK-3121-T was installed in the bridge
to connect to an AWK-3121-T at the remote on-shore control
room.

At a Glance
Location: USA
Application: Wireless sounder for
ship navigation
Customer Needs:
Provides reliable and flexible
connections for bow-to-bridge and
bridge-to-shore communications
under extreme environments
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Wide temperature range supported
• High-level security options for
wireless communication
• Long range communication of up to
several miles

Background
Barges continue to play an important role in transporting heavy goods
up and down rivers and canals. On average, they carry up to 1,500
tons of cargo, and measure 195 feet in length and 35 feet in width. As
rivers and canals can become shallow and narrow at various points
along a particular shipping route and present other navigational
obstacles, it is essential for a barge to constantly monitor its position
in relation to the riverbanks, riverbed, and overhead structures. Echo
sounding technology, which measures distance between the barge
and the bottom of the river using sound waves, is an indispensable
tool for barge captains. As a result, a shipping company in Washington
State requested a wireless solution from Moxa to maintain steady
communication between the bridge, sounder system, and shoreline of
one of its shipping routes.

Challenges
• Barge length, cargo volume, and zero-visibility of the
bow from the bridge, are all obstacles of sounder data
transmission to the bridge.
• Network devices must withstand severe temperatures
reaching -30°C.
• Communication distance between the bridge and onshore
towers must be transmitted across several miles.
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Benefits

Solution
On many barges, including those operated
by Moxa’s client, the sounder used to emit
the sound waves is actually submerged
below the hull of the barge and connected by
several meters of cable to a sounder box at
the bow. Since the barge’s bridge is located
at the stern, there is nearly 200 feet of cargo
deck in between the sounder box and the
bridge. In order to connect the sounder box
to the bridge without the inconvenience of
dragging wires across the cargo deck, an
AWK-3121-T wireless client is deployed on
the front deck of the barge connected to
the sounder box, and another AWK-3121
wireless AP located at the bridge to receive
the data from the sounder. In addition, the
operators in a control room can leverage

this system and use the wireless clients of
onshore monitoring towers along the shipping
route to connect to a specific onboard AP for
more data collection, control and monitoring.
Offering long-distance data transmission of
up to several miles as well as an extended
operating temperature range of -40 to 75°C,
the AWK-3121-T ensures reliable bow-tobridge and bridge-to-shore communications
even in the coldest winter months.
Since no additional wired network was
required, the shipping company was
able to realize substantial savings in
installation and maintenance costs with
Moxa’s wireless solution.

• With the wide operating temperature
range supported by Moxa’s products,
there is no need for an additional heater
when operating in sub-zero temperatures.
• The system flexibly consolidates shortdistance and long-distance transmission
of bow-to-bridge and bridge-to-shore
communications. Additionally, it
eliminates the expensive and timeconsuming task of cable installation.

Related Products
AWK-3121-T 802.11a/b/g Wireless AP/bridge/client
• Long-distance wireless transmission
• -40 to 75°C operating temperature range
• Industrial and compact design (DIN-Rail mountable)
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Heavy Industries

The Seamless Handover of Streaming Video in a WLAN
Mining Remote Monitoring System
Mining locations present many inherent obstacles for the
implementation of automation systems, such as unstable
terrain, hazardous substances, and heavy machinery. Various
sizes and mineral composition of the tunnel walls can severely
reduce wireless transmission range and quality. To improve
safety while increasing efficiency and productivity, a leader
in the mining industry chose Moxa’s advanced wireless
technology to deploy centralized management for its mining
operations. To provide centralized control and monitoring
from the ground-level control room, Moxa’s AWK-4121 was
installed throughout the mining location, strategic locations
of the subterranean mining area, and every mining vehicle.
Moxa’s advanced wireless solution provided this mining
operator an easy-to-install, cost-effective, highly-reliable, and
highly-scalable platform for centralized management and video
transmission.

At a Glance
Location: Sweden, Australia
Application: Underground mining
automation
Customer Needs:
Industrial reliability and real-time
WLAN connections with full coverage
from underground mine to surface
control center
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Reliable Turbo Roaming for video
transmission
• Quick and easy installation
• Anti-corrosion, ADC12 metal
housing
• Industrial hardened design with
-40 to 75°C wide temperature range

Background
Mining operations are extremely hazardous and take place in
unpredictable environments. The best way to protect the lives of miners
is through industrial automation and unmanned mining equipment
that can be remotely controlled and monitored at a safe distance.
With these objectives in mind, a leading global supplier of machinery
and technical solutions for mining operations partnered with Moxa to
develop an innovative remote drilling system for global mines located
in countries such as Sweden or Australia to safely operate haulers
and drilling equipment from a distance. By reducing the time mine
operators spend at dangerous drilling sites, the new remote drilling
and hauling system minimizes dangers from falling rocks, flammable
dust, exhaust fumes, extreme temperature fluctuations, and vibrations.
Moreover, remote operation also increases productivity by eliminating
the regions where workers and trucks co-work in by making the trucks
completely automatic, which eliminates the issue of having to stop the
trucks when workers enter the vicinity, since such safety related stops
are mandatory in mixed areas where human operators and mining
machines co-work with each other.

Challenges
• Equipment must be resistant to harsh and highly-corrosive
underground environments.
• Reliable wireless solution for video transmission in
unpredictable reflective underground tunnels.
• Quick and easy installation
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Benefits

Solution
The mine system uses two separate
automated systems to streamline operations.
The first system, is a video monitoring
system installed on the automated loading
and hauling system, used to safely monitor
an underground fleet of driverless trucks
from a remote ground-level control center.
A stable video transmission of the driverless
trucks is necessary to allow the control
center operators to monitor the trucks.
Respective IP cameras are mounted on the
front and rear of each vehicle. The second
system consists of stationary rock breakers
which are grounded to a single location and
are remotely controlled. Transparent data
transmission allows sending of data such as
CAN-bus data.
To integrate with systems operating deep
below ground, the ADC12 encased AWK4121 was used to establish a safe and

reliable wireless LAN to provide monitoring
of the driverless trucks for the control center.
The AWK-4121 was chosen because of
its rugged design, easy-to-install features,
reliable millisecond-level handoffs with Turbo
Roaming, and flexible transmission power
to overcome the challenges posed by the
unpredictable underground tunnel surface.
Furthermore, the AWK-4121 is equipped with
a wide range of operating temperature from
-40 to 75°C to allow constant connectivity
under extreme temperature fluctuations from
the mouth of the mine down to the heated
underground locations. By installing several
AWK-4121 units along the tunnels, drilling
locations, and on each of the driverless
trucks, operators can now easily manage the
driverless trucks and drilling machines over
WLAN.

• The AWK-4121 is encased in an ADC12
anti-corrosion aluminum housing, which
protects the device against harmful
elements of mine environments.
• The AWK-4121 supports client-based
Turbo Roaming, which allows for constant
and reliable connection for moving
vehicles.
• With its extended operating temperature
range from -40°C to 75°C, the AWK-4121
is well-suited for a wide spectrum of
operation environments.

Related Products
AWK-4121 IP68-rated IEEE 802.11a/b/g wireless AP/bridge/client
• Anti-corrosion design for critical underground mining environments
• IP68-rated to withstand the harmful effects of water, oil, and dust
• High-capability long range wireless transmissions
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Robust Wireless AP for Mobile Access in Oil Well Pump
Trucks
The oil and gas industry remains an indispensable part of the
global economy, and modern wireless real-time networking
is being used to make the industry more energy-efficient. For
highly efficient daily oil extraction operations, Moxa integrates
wireless and cellular solutions to build a reliable remote
control system that telemetrically connects oil well pump
trucks from the wellheads and van to the central control
center. Two AWK-3121s are installed on the oil well pump
truck, with one configured as an AP for on-site engineer
monitoring and the other configured as a client to connect an
AWK-3121 set in AP mode in the van. Using the PLC and the
OnCell IP gateway in the van, it’s possible to establish access
to the remote control center.

At a Glance
Location: U.S.A.
Application: Oil well management
Customer Needs:
Wireless distribution system and realtime connectivity with wide coverage
from oil well to remote control center
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Complete industrial wireless
solutions including IEEE 802.11 and
cellular technologies
• Compliant with the ATEX directive
• OnCell IP gateway integrates
TCP/IP architecture and cellular
technology

Background
Oil and gas wells penetrate deep into the earth and create a conduit
that traverses the full length of the well. Without the right safeguards,
saline formations can contaminate the groundwater. Large metal pipe
casings, set with cement, are used to form a protective barrier that
stops oil from flowing up the well and mixing with natural groundwater.
One oil and gas well service company in the United States uses a fleet
of pump trucks to pump massive volumes of cement and water-based
fracturing fluids into wells to prevent groundwater contamination and
reduce fracture stimulation expenses in its shale gas service work.
These pump trucks are deployed at several of their sites throughout
the country, and the company needed a way to remotely monitor all
of the pump trucks at a particular drill site from a mobile command
center.

Challenges
• A wireless solution is required for a mobile control center to
communicate with multiple hard-to-wire locations.
• Communication equipment must be weatherproofed to
withstand -40 to 70°C temperatures with ATEX certification
and UL approvals for hazardous environments.
• A mobile communication architecture is required for remote
access of wireless devices and multiple pump trucks at
each remote location.
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Benefits

Solution
In this application, Moxa’s cellular solution
was implemented because oil and gas
wells are seldom located close enough
to an existing Ethernet network to simply
deploy 802.11 access points. The pump
trucks are usually deployed at hard-to-wire
remote locations without an established
network. Fortunately, the well operator
can take advantage of the existing cellular
network coverage that is widespread in North
America to achieve their communications
requirements.
Moxa’s ATEX-certified AWK-3121
(802.11a/b/g AP/bridge/client) was installed
on each pump truck and the mobile control
center. By installing a wireless access point
and a client on each of the pump trucks,

engineers were able to access the pump
trucks from the mobile control center.
Moreover, the access points on each of
the pump trucks allow nearby laptops
and wireless devices to connect to the
same network, and also provide network
redundancy if failure of an AWK-3121 occurs.
An OnCell G3110-HSPA is installed on the
mobile control center and is configured with
a private IP address. All Moxa IP gateways
and routers are equipped with OnCell Central
Manager and can be accessed remotely.
Moxa’s OnCell Central Manager eliminated
the private IP barrier and allows private IP
accessibility over the Internet for unrestrained
mobility of the wireless network.

• UL C1D2/ATEX Zone 2 certifications
have been granted to Moxa’s AWK-3121
for flawless protection against extreme
climate and explosive gases.
• Moxa provides complete industrial
wireless networking solutions, including
IEEE 802.11a/b/g standards, wide
temperature, industrial certification,
and GSM/GPRS/EDGE/WCDMA/UMTS
cellular technology. Devices can be
connected to a wireless network with
Moxa’s industrial-grade wireless AP or
cellular IP gateway products.
• Moxa’s OnCell Central Manager
technology (available with the OnCell
G3110-HSPA) unlocks remote access to
devices behind a private IP address, so
it is possible to configure, manage, and
monitor the system over the web with
ease.

Related Products
OnCell G3110-HSPA

AWK-3121

• Centralized private IP management with
OnCell Central Manager

• Integrated TCP/IP wireless network

• 2 digital inputs and 1 relay output

• -40 to 75°C wide operating temperature

GSM/GPRS/EDGE/UMTS/HSPA IP gateway

IEEE 802.11a/b/g AP/bridge/client
• UL C1D2/ATEX Zone 2 certifications
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Automated Fuel Management System (AFMS) for Gas Stations
The Automated Fuel Management System (AFMS) consists
of a fleet of tank trucks with CAN-Bus wireless clients, bulk
fuel tanks, kiosks, and fuel control terminals. Two AWK-3121s
at the kiosk are linked to the bulk fuel tank and tank truck,
forming a tank monitoring system for the gas station that
provides fuel usage record and inventory information used
by the remote fuel management system. A wireless network
is also used for communication between the kiosk and the
gas station control center. When data is received from the
tank monitoring system, an AWK-4121 acting as an AP at
the gas station control center will transfer the information
to the AFMS. This wireless networking allows the AFMS
enterprise to achieve efficient fuel management, and reduces
maintenance cost.

At a Glance
Location: USA
Application: Gas station inventory
automation
Customer Needs:
Create an automated fuel
management system using a remote
and secure wireless network that
encompasses the kiosk and fuel
control terminal
Moxa’s Advantages:
• UL C1D2/ATEX Zone 2 compliance
• Industrial-grade design: outdoor
ratings, extended temperature
range, EMC protection
• Secure data access with
WPA2/802.11i, 802.1X and secure
remote management with SSH/SSL
configuration

Background
To minimize fuel consumption costs, transportation and construction
fleets need to accurately record and report fuel usage to other
enterprise systems and the fleet maintenance system. One of Moxa’s
customers in the United States is a leading provider of automated fuel
management systems in asset supervision on board the trucks and is
often used on tank trucks used to transport gasoline to gas stations
across the state of Texas. Their automated fuel management system,
or AFMS, features fuel control terminals that track how much fuel
is pumped into the trucks, and CAN-bus vehicle data and fuel tank
monitoring systems installed on each truck in the fleet. However, the
customer still needed a quick and reliable way to monitor fuel and
vehicle data being collected at the fuel control terminals, on board the
vehicles, and the tank monitoring systems.

Challenges
• Devices must be UL C1D2-compliant for hazardous
applications.
• CAN-bus wireless clients on the tank trucks must be
integrated into the AFMS.
• Highly-secure network needed for AFMS transmissions.
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Benefits

Solution
To prevent theft and maintain effective
inventory control, the amount of gasoline
being transported by the truck is constantly
measured by a probe inside the bulk fuel tank
as part of the tank monitoring system. Since
each truck also needs a separate fuel tank
to supply gasoline, the customer’s AFMS
also includes a CAN-bus vehicle monitoring
system to track vital vehicle parameters, fuel
consumption, and tire pressure on a single
device. By installing an AWK-3121 access
point atop the kiosk, information from the
bulk tank, and fuel truck (via CAN-bus),
can be gathered and sent to an adjacent
AWK-3121 client, which will then transmit the
data to an AWK-4121 IP68 wireless access
point located at the gas station control room.

This WLAN provided a secure AFMS for the
company and its fleet of fuel trucks.
The next step was to outfit the fuel control
terminals with a wireless networking device
to collect data from the trucks and transmit
that data to a wireless LAN for remote
monitoring. Since the fuel control terminals
are connected to gas pumps at gas stations
served by the fleet, Moxa decided to
use the AWK-4121 wireless access point
designed for outdoor applications to set up
a wireless LAN. So when a truck pulls up to
a gas pump, data from the tank monitoring
system and the vehicle monitoring system
will automatically be accessible by the
supervisory system over the fleet’s WLAN.

• Compliance with strict UL C1D2
standards for hazardous locations
ensures that the wireless connections can
run safely in highly volatile gas station
environments.
• Automatic data collection without
manual operation enhances efficiency,
reduces human error, and guards
against unwanted modifications and
unauthorized access.
• Network segmentation effectively and
conveniently achieved by establishing a
VLAN that accommodates the individual
needs of the many companies and gas
stations served by the fleet of tank trucks.

Related Products
AWK-3121 IEEE 802.11a/b/g wireless

• UL C1D1/ATEX Zone 2 for hazardous areas

AP/bridge/client

• WPA/WPA2/802.11i supported

AWK-4121 IP68-rated IEEE 802.11a/b/g

• VLAN for secure network segment

wireless AP/bridge/client

• IP68 rating to protect against water and dust
for critical environments (AWK-4121)
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Feeder Terminal Unit (FTU) Automation
Feeder terminal units (FTU) play a crucial role in delivering
electricity to consumers and are usually connected in a ring
topology within the communities they serve. This design
prevents the entire power grid from going down if one of
the FTUs fails. Industrial cellular solutions are well-suited
for FTU applications given their distributed placements and
the difficulties associated with building and maintaining a
wired infrastructure. By connecting each FTU to a cellular
IP gateway such as the OnCell 3111, (Feeder Remote
Terminal Units (FRTUs) can receive notifications from the site
whenever one of the FTUs goes down. The FRTU will then
send a message to the central server administrator over the
cellular network. This process shortens power grid recovery
time and simultaneously centralizes data monitoring.

At a Glance
Location: Taiwan
Application: FTU monitoring
Customer Needs:
Create a TCP/IP connection to FTU
and FRTU sites to reduce R&D and
maintenance costs while avoiding
additional software and/or expenses.
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Connect to both serial and Ethernet
devices
• GuaranLink technology ensures
reliable and consistent cellular
connectivity

Background
Since power plants are often located far from the population centers
they serve, electricity needs to be transmitted across long distances at
a high voltage. Power lines deliver electricity from the plant to power
substations, where it is converted to a lower voltage before being
distributed to the local community by feeder terminal units (FTU) that
monitor I/O statuses by collecting and processing digital and analog
data at each site. Due to safety concerns, an electric power utility
company in Taiwan divided its power grid into several districts. Each
district consisted of several neighboring FTUs that are connected in a
ring topology and automatically monitored by a feeder remote terminal
unit (FRTU). Should any of the FTUs short circuit, the feeder RTU must
be able to isolate that particular FTU from the other FTUs.

Challenges
• An IP-based solution is required to enable TCP/IP
communications and integration.
• Self-healing technology required for prompt recovery of
monitoring network.
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Benefits

Solution
Each FTU is constantly transmitting
parameters, such as the fluctuating levels
of electricity, to the local feeder RTU for that
district. In cases where it is impractical or too
costly to use wired connections between the
FTUs and feeder RTU, Moxa’s OnCell G3111
industrial IP gateway can be installed on an
FTU to connect it to the RTU over cellular
networks. By taking advantage of the OnCell
G3111’s ability to connect with a serial
interface to GPRS, and Ethernet to GPRS as
hybrid connection, Moxa also enabled the
utility company to monitor all the districts in
the power grid from a remote control center
without the inconvenience and expense of
constructing a new wired network.

As an additional safety precaution,
administrators can issue commands to
the FRTU to shut down the particular FTU,
effectively isolating the problem to protect the
rest of the power grid. Since electricity is an
important service for the district and requires
immediate recovery time, the communication
link between the FTU and FRTU must be
reliable. In order to provide a fully functional
self-healing network, the OnCell G3111 also
comes equipped with GuaranLink, which
ensures that the connection will always be
ON to provide zero data loss and on-demand
cellular communications.

• GuaranLink provides uninterrupted
cellular communications and improves
power reliability by automatically isolating
an FTU (when it fails), which shortens the
outage time and the scope of damage.
• The IP-based cellular network fully
automated the monitoring system without
the need to reconfigure TCP/IP settings.

Related Products
OnCell G3111/G3151 1-port RS-232 or RS-232/422/485 GSM/GPRS IP gateway
OnCell G3211/G3251 2-port RS-232 or RS-232/422/485 GSM/GPRS IP gateway
• GuaranLink for continuous cellular connection
• Serial to GPRS and Ethernet to GPRS as hybrid connection
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Concurrent Dual-Radio Redundancy for Uninterrupted
Wind Turbine Communication System
Each wind turbine includes a variety of components which
are controlled by a PLC and communicate with the existing
Ethernet LAN backbone on the ground. In this application,
the existing Ethernet LAN backbone at the wind farm needed
to add connectivity to all wind towers and the remote control
station. However, the height of the turbine tower can exceed
100 meters, so the PLC needs to communicate with the
Ethernet LAN backbone using a WLAN to prevent cable theft
and increase operational efficiency. One AWK-5222 is on
the wind turbine, and another AWK-5222 is on the ground.
The two AWK-5222s have dual-RF modules with which to
establish two independent wireless links to guarantee zero
data loss. Wind turbine monitoring automation reduces
operation and maintenance costs of the wind farm and
ensures years of reliable operation.

At a Glance
Location: China
Application: Wind turbine monitoring
and control
Customer Needs:
Provide a reliable and redundant
wireless network with uninterrupted
communications for wind turbine
monitoring
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Wireless architecture reduces
cabling costs and susceptibility to
human tampering.
• Dual-RF wireless network provides
high throughput and network
redundancy.
• Wide temperature operation
(-40 to 75°C) to withstand severe
environments.

Background
Wind farms are springing up across China as wind power has been
identified as a key growth component for the country’s economy.
Comprised of an expansive network of many turbine towers, wind
farms are usually located in harsh environments with extreme
temperatures. For example, offshore temperatures can even fall below
-10°C. Although wires are usually used inside a wind tower to link
the turbine at the top to an Ethernet LAN that connects all the towers
on the wind farm to a remote control station, these solutions are not
always feasible or cost-effective to deploy, such as on an offshore
wind farm. As a result, system integrators in China have been turning
to Moxa wireless solutions to keep their wind turbines connected in
even the harshest environments.

Challenges
• Extreme weather conditions and human tampering resulted
in frequent maintenance/repairs.
• Solution must integrate with existing infrastructure,
including sensors, controllers, and existing network.
• Stable medium required to provide reliable wireless
connection.
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Benefits

Solution
Electricity is generated by wind turbines that
are located at the top of each wind tower
and connected to various sensors, such as
ultrasonic wind sensors and hub controllers,
used to collect data about wind speed, wind
direction, shaft rotation speed, and other
critical parameters. This information enables
the wind farm’s supervisory control system to
rotate the wind turbine in the proper direction
for maximum power generation. As a result,
the various sensors and controllers at the top
of each wind tower must be connected to the
wind farm’s existing Ethernet LAN backbone.
On wind farms, where an existing Ethernet
LAN is unavailable and constructing a new
wired network cost-prohibitive, Moxa’s
AWK-5222 have enabled system integrators
to reduce deployment costs with the benefits

Existing Ethernet Network

of redundant network of dual-RF devices
to provide constant and reliable wireless
connection. Since each wind tower is over
100 meters high, it would be very difficult
and costly to deploy a wired solution, such
as optical fiber, from the top of the tower
to the tower’s base in order to connect the
wind turbines, sensors, and controllers to the
existing Ethernet backbone. Moreover, wind
farms in China are often victims of human
tampering. As a result, wireless networks
offer the most secure solution. By installing
an AWK-5222 at both the top and base of
each wind tower, valuable data—such as
wind direction, amount of power generated,
and whether or not the turbine has been
damaged—can be collected and transmitted
to the remote control station through the
existing Ethernet backbone.

• Moxa’s wireless products are a
convenient solution for hard-to-wire
locations. Moreover, Moxa helps to build
cable-free extensions of an existing
network, and eliminate cable installation
and maintenance costs.
• Integrated wireless redundancy and
the existing network backbone transmit
real-time status from wind turbines to
the wind farm control center via wireless
LANs.
• Redundant communication ensures
stability and uninterrupted performance in
extreme temperatures and environments.

Related Products
AWK-5222 Dual-RF wireless AP/bridge/client
• IEEE 802.11a/b/g
• Concurrent dual-radio redundancy for zero data loss
• Operating temperature from -40 to 75°C (T model)
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Flexible Dual-RF Design of Bridge Mode for Extending
Power Grid De-Icing System
A power company in China wanted to install cameras and
sensors to enable real-time monitoring of the de-icing system
mounted atop transmission towers to dissolve ice formations.
The AWK-5222, with dual-RF channels for redundancy,
was installed on each tower and configured simultaneously
as a master and a slave to establish wireless bridging
(eliminates multi-path propagation) across multiple towers
at varying altitudes of mountainous terrain. Two cameras are
connected to the Ethernet ports of each AWK-5222 which
is then connected to the existing fiber backbone through an
unmanaged Ethernet switch. This versatile wired/wireless
monitoring solution not only delivers highly reliable RSTP
redundancy but is also highly scalable.

Background

At a Glance
Location: China
Application: Power grid de-icing
system monitoring
Customer Needs:
Wireless connectivity to the existing
fiber network for towers with real-time
de-icing information
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Total solutions for wired/wireless
networking applications
• Wireless redundancy using two
independent RF modules
• Wireless bridge mode for data
transmission across extended
distances
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When snow and ice accumulate atop transmission towers, they pose
a serious threat to the integrity of the power grid. As a result, it is
essential for utility companies operating in cold climates to maintain
an ice-melting system on their transmission towers to prevent winter
power outages. One of the largest power grid operators in China
wanted to install cameras and sensors to monitor their de-icing
system. Initially, the company wanted to connect all the transmission
towers to an existing fiber-based network. However, not every
transmission tower in the power grid was equipped with optical fiber
interfaces. Splicing these towers to the transmission towers that were
already on the existing optical fiber network would have interrupted
the fiber network and caused power outages, which was not an
option. To solve this problem, the company requested a wireless
solution from Moxa that could connect the transmission towers
without physical connections to the existing optical fiber network.

Challenges
• Reliable communication network required to monitor the
transmission tower de-icing system.
• Fiber, Ethernet, and wireless capabilities are needed
to integrate existing equipment with the new real-time
monitoring system.
• Network devices must withstand extreme sub-zero
environments to minimize maintenance requirements.
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Benefits

Solution
Although similar networks often employ GSM/
GPRS solutions, cellular solutions are not wellsuited for video surveillance due to the high
data throughput required. As a result, Moxa
opted to deploy a wireless solution using IEEE
802.11a/b/g communications. In addition, the
company wanted to install one access point
to serve multiple client devices at adjacent
towers. However, if the access point fails, all
client devices would be disconnected from
the network. Also, differences in elevation and
mountainous terrain presented challenges for
initial setup and antenna alignment.
Fortunately, the versatility of Moxa’s AWK-5222
industrial IEEE 802.11a/b/g dual-RF wireless
AP/bridge/client eliminated both concerns. The
AWK-5222 has two independent RF modules
that allow the device to be designated
simultaneously as a slave device to an
upstream AWK-5222 master, and a master
device to a downstream AWK-5222 slave.

This wireless bridge mode also eliminates
the possibility of multi-path propagation. In
addition, the AWK-5222 includes two Ethernet
ports; one links to the camera and sensor
inside the security box to monitor the tower’s
operating conditions, the other links to the
unmanaged switch for those towers without
optical fiber connectivity. In the event of an
emergency, those towers that lack existing
optical fiber connectivity can take advantage of
the AWK-5222’s RSTP redundancy technology
to connect all the transmission towers in the
company’s power grid to the existing fiber
network. In this way, the AWK-5222 provides
reliability at a level beyond standard wireless
redundancy and also maintains the safety and
reliability of the entire power grid.

• High WLAN throughput enables realtime video for the control and monitoring
system and allows immediate response
to icing problems.
• RSTP reduces link failures, eliminates
loops, and allows remote connection of
remote towers to the fiber network.
• Wireless bridge mode prevents multipath propagation and provides wireless
connectivity for up to 8 kilometers, even
in severe weather conditions.

Related Products
AWK-5222 Dual-RF Wireless AP/bridge/client
• Wireless/Ethernet redundancy
• Master-slave bridge network with stable throughput
• Industrially hardened design: -40 to 75°C and up to 5 km data transfer range
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Factory Automation

Fast WLAN Roaming for Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs)
in Warehouse Management
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) are deployed by modern
warehouses to improve safety and enhance operation
efficiency and productivity. A wireless network allows AGVs
to navigate narrow aisles with precision to retrieve products
from racks with error-free accuracy and at the same time,
transmit data to the warehouse management center to
update inventory status and loading information. A leading
manufacturer installed the AWK-3121 wireless AP/bridge/
client with Turbo Roaming to allow the AGVs to move about
the multi-tier storage racks without compromising real-time
communication requirements, and without the additional
costs and inconveniences of deploying a wired solution.

At a Glance
Location: Germany
Application: Wireless warehouse
automation
Customer Needs:
Establish a wireless roaming
networking for AGVs, allowing the
warehouse to bypass wiring and
space constraints
Moxa’s Advantages:
• Turbo Roaming for mobility network
• Wireless VLAN (Multi-SSID) support
for separate user groups
• Advanced security with WPA/
WPA2/802.11i, and powerful IP
filters for access control

Background
In modern production and manufacturing, raw materials and goods
are generally stored in climate-controlled warehouses until the
moment they are needed. The warehouses organize the materials
in standardized wooden pallets to simplify their transport by forklift
trucks. Traditionally, a forklift truck must be driven and operated
by a human worker. However, modern warehouse management
systems are now turning to Automated Guided Vehicles, or AGVs, to
lower operating costs and improve efficiency. There are a number of
Automatic ID Data Capture (AIDC) technologies available that allow
a warehouse management system to efficiently monitor the flow of
products by using radio-frequency identification (RFID), barcode
scanners, and wireless LANs. An innovative manufacturer in Europe
hired Moxa to implement a wireless warehouse management system
to control and monitor numerous AGVs.

Challenges
• Enable all the AGVs to navigate flawlessly throughout the
warehouse.
• Implement a wireless VLAN for different sections of the
warehouse.
• Access point handovers must be seamless to avoid AGV
collisions.
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Solution
Using AGV forklifts to lift pallets onto
multi-tier storage racks is a great way to
maximize the floor space in a warehouse.
In order to navigate the aisles on the
warehouse floor, each AGV forklift in the
customer’s warehouse relied on positional
information collected by an onboard
controller connected to up to 20 different
onboard sensors. A wireless network can
be used for communicating between the
AGVs and the storage rack. The AGVs run
on a circular rail, and receive control signals
from the warehouse management system
via the AWK-3121. In this way, each AGV
has guaranteed access to the most up-todate inventory information. Once an AGV is
designated, it will deliver the correct goods
to a specific area, and send the loading
and delivery information to the warehouse
management system.

Moxa installed an AWK-3121 on each AGV
forklift and configured it as a wireless client
so operators can remotely control the AGVs
to move, store, and retrieve the proper
goods at any given time. In addition, the
AWK-3121s were also installed as APs on
the storage racks to provide wireless access
to the warehouse management system. The
wireless network of AWK-3121s provided
millisecond-level Turbo Roaming to allow
the AGVs to move among the storage rack
with real-time information transmission.
Moxa’s Turbo Roaming ensures seamless
wireless connectivity while the AGV forklift
is in motion. The wireless LAN that connects
the warehouse management system and the
AGVs provided the right amount of flexibility
for the warehouse automation system.

• The AWK-3121 supports wireless AP,
bridge, and client operation modes for
flexible deployment when planning a
warehouse wireless network. Wireless
networks provide secure and seamless
data transmission and reduce the cost of
cabling and maintenance.
• Implementing strict security polling on
the wireless VLAN provides network
administrators with leeway when
addressing networking security,
management, and scalability issues to
enhance the overall efficiency of the AGV
forklifts and warehouse operation.
• Moxa’s proprietary Turbo Roaming
technology provides millisecond-level
handover times to ensure seamless
mobility while roaming across a wireless
network.

Related Products
AWK-3121 802.11a/b/g wireless AP/bridge/client
• Wireless VLAN (Multi-SSID) for network segmentation
• Millisecond-level Turbo Roaming
• WPA/WPA2/802.11i and IEEE 802.1X/RADIUS support
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Absolutely Reliable WLAN Networks
• Concurrent Dual-Radio Redundancy for zero packet
loss networks
• Millisecond-level roaming for fast secure connectivity
• 802.11n for reliable voice and video streaming
• -40 to 75°C operating temperature range

Trusted Business Partnership with Moxa
Trusted Solution

Trusted Partnership

Trusted Quality

Trusted Service

• A unified source for providing
both wireless and wired LAN
solutions
• Consistent value from custommade and standards-based
solution

• 25 years of proven experience
in industrial networking
• Client references: Ansaldo,
Bombardier, Caterpillar, Kyosan,
Malaysia LRT, Siemens, Thales,
Yokogawa

• 5-year warranty
• Strict 20-hour dynamic
burn-in policy
• Certifications: EN 50155, EN
50121, EN 50121-4 for rail
industries and UL C1D2, ATEX
Zone 2 for oil and gas

• Professional technical experts
who understand customer
needs
• Branch offices and distributors
in more than 60 countries
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